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New Tim Hortons lagging behind
Full-service expected next semester
Ashton Faulkner
The Reflector

For anyone who marched down
Main Street on the first day of
school expecting to see the shiny,
brand new full-service Tim
Hortons location on campus,
contain your misery.
Due to legal agreements moving slowly between Sodexo and
Mount Royal University, things
didn’t get rolling in time for a fall
opening. Tim Hortons is now set
to open in January.
Although almost everyone on
campus is looking forward to this
event, it is arguable that no one
is more excited than Sodexo general manager Brent Mann.
“There is honestly nothing in
my professional life right now
that I’m more looking forward
to,” Mann said of finishing the
project.
“I care a lot about this university. I know it’s important to everyone here and it’s extremely
important to me as well.”
Mann admitted the delays in
getting the full-service Timmies
built is old news, but the good
news is that construction is
scheduled to begin shortly. The
construction contract will be on
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The new Timmies will hit
Main Street in January.
tender on Oct. 15 and will close
on Oct. 31.
“Construction will be awarded
on Nov. 1, and it will take about
eight weeks from start to finish
until that first cup of coffee can
be served,” he said. “I’m hoping
to expedite that, so that we have

a week before for winter semester to do training and have everything organized.
“I know a Tim’s is important to
students, staff, faculty and pretty
much everyone else in Canada,
but there’s so many layers to the
business and coming to agreements that it takes time.”
Mount Royal students are saying they too are anxious to see
the full-service Tim’s on campus,
for more reasons than accessing
the full menu.
“The food is good and cheap,
perfect for a student like me,”
said second-year psychology
student Sarah Pickering. “MRU
needs a Tim’s because it’s more
than just a snack during the day.
“Their coffee gets me through
midterms.”
“The only thing better than
a Tim’s on campus would be a
Tim’s on campus with a drivethru,” she added.
Interior design student Megan
Hergott said she visits the current campus Tim’s about three
times a week, but will likely go to
the new location more often.
“Hopefully the line-ups will
be faster than they already are,”
she said. “I think it will be a nice
addition as it will offer other op-

tions because when you are here
every single day, it’s nice to have
a variety. Tim Hortons is also
pretty cheap compared to all of
the other options.”
Hergott added with enthusiasm, “It will be nice to have iced
capps on campus.”
Mann said the new location will supply everything Tim
Hortons offers, they will do all of
their baking on site like any other store, and there will be three
points of sale to hopefully serve
students quicker.
“I have a lot of friends and colleagues here, I’m an alumni, and
I’m looking forward to it,” he
said. “It is going to happen.
“Trust me, the grand opening
will be grand and there will be a
lot of free coffee.”
Mann mentioned he hopes
to see all 700+ members of
the “Petition to Improve Mount
Royal University’s Tim Hortons”
Facebook page switch over to the
new page they will be launching
in the near future.
“I want to get everyone who is
a member of the petition page to
come across to our new page,” he
said. “Everyone on that page will
get a free coffee if they make the
switch.”

NEWBORN BACHELOR

Midwifery degree
delivered
Carlee-Jade Raybould
The Reflector

Midwifery has been evident
throughout history and is still
commonly practiced.
However,
Mount
Royal
University is Alberta’s first and
only post-secondary institution to
introduce a new four-year bachelor of midwifery degree to those
entering the healthcare profession.
The program teaches students
to offer primary healthcare to
women, not only through childbirth but also during pregnancy
and throughout the first six weeks
of the newborn’s life.
The new degree is already well
known and very competitive, according to faculty members.
“There were over 200 applicants within the first month, but
there are only 22 spots available,”
said Deborah Duran-Snell, an assistant professor in the program.
One of the reasons there is so
much excitement about the degree among those in or entering
the healthcare world is because
it is expected that the demand for
midwifes will increase.
There are currently about 52
practicing registered midwifes
in Alberta, but with the encouragement from the government
and with more access to training
those numbers will likely go up so
as to meet the high demand.
Gene Zwozdesky, Alberta
Minister of Health and Wellness,

said the degree program reduces
stress on the healthcare system by
bringing in educated specialists.
“Training and educating more
midwives will mean more expectant mothers will get the quality
care they want and need throughout the most important experience in their lives,” he said in an
MRU release.
The provincial government
added midwifery to the list of maternity options that are covered
by the public health system as of
April 2009, and $4 million was
budgeted for midwifery services
in 2009-2010.
Mount Royal’s midwifery degree is built around Alberta women’s opinions as to what would
make their experiences more enjoyable, comfortable and safe —
both during and after childbirth.
The program is very hands on,
and is a mixture of practice and
theory. The hope is that neighboring educational institutions will
follow Mount Royal’s lead and
initialize this program as well,
which would open up choices for
to-be mothers as well as students.
Even though there aren’t any
men enrolled in the course at
this point in time, it is not solely
for women, and Duran-Snell confirmed that a healthcare background is not required for entry.
She said women often want to
become midwives, “because of
their experiences with their own
childbirth or someone else’s that
they know.”

Doc walks a mile
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T

he Calgary Public
Library announced
their 2011 pick for the
One Book, One Calgary
initiative — The Cellist
of Sarajevo by Steven
Galloway, a novel
weaving together the
stories of four people
struggling to survive in
war-torn Sarajevo. The
program is designed
to get the entire city
reading and discussing
the same book once per
year.

M

ount Royal has
welcomed a new
youth choir director to
the conservatory faculty
— Jean-Louis Bleau, who
is also the director of
the renowned Calgary
Men’s Chorus. Bleau said
in a release that this is
an exciting time for the
conservatory with the
new Bella Concert Hall
coming in 2013, and he’s
eager to get started.

E
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A team from MRU, including President David Docherty,
left, and Provost Robin Fisher, participated in the YWCA’s
Walk a Mile in Her Shoes event on Sept. 19. The men
strapped on high heels and wobbled – uh, walked a mile to
raise $14,000 in support of victims of domestic violence.

ver wished you could
go to church in your
pajamas? Now you can.
Calgary’s First Alliance
Church will be livestreaming their service
starting in November.
Viewers can chat with
others who are watching
from home, donate
money and engage in a
“completely interactive
online church experience.”
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MELTING MINDS

MRU’s ‘Big Chiller’ down and out
Broken AC motor not yet sent for repairs
Shannon Galley
The Reflector

It was a sweltering start to school
at Mount Royal.
As temperatures rose outside,
there wasn’t much relief to be
found indoors.
The larger air conditioning
machine or, as maintenance calls
it, “The Big Chiller” broke down
before the first week classes
making parts of the building less
than comfortable.
The only areas not affected
were the EA, EB and EC buildings
as well as some theatres,
recreation and residence.
Communications
professor
Sally Haney recalled teaching in
the O-Wing during a particularly
hot afternoon and said the
classroom was extremely warm,
making it hard to stay focused.
An email was sent out to
faculty and administration letting
them know about the problem
and
possible
temperature
fluctuations.
“I wish students had received
some info about the cool
mornings and hot afternoons,
then they could have prepared,”
Haney said. “Fifteen minutes

passed and I could see student’s
faces growing more red.”
Mike Brunner, head of Mount
Royal University’s maintenance,
said
the
unusually
hot
temperatures outside combined
with the start of school were
too much for the big chiller to
handle.
The unit is located in central
maintenance
area
behind
Wyckham House.
“There are two chillers, a 600ton chiller, which deals with
temperatures 18 to 20 degrees
and the 1400-ton big chiller that
deals with higher temperatures,”
Brunner said. “The motor that
runs the chiller had a short, went
to start it up and it died.”
In an effort to reduce
temperatures inside, hot air
was vented out at night and
cool outside air was brought
in. This made for colder
morning temperatures and hot
afternoons, but Brunner said it
could have been much worse
without the nightly venting.
“We can heat the building like
crazy, but the electrical peak is in
September, and the higher than
normal temperatures caused
the problem,” he said. “With

the fall temperatures we are
experiencing this week there is
more cooling at night and we are
taking advantage of those colder
temperatures.”
The big chiller, which was
installed in the 1980s, is not
easy to fix. Because of its size,
the motor repairs alone can cost
$150,000 to $200,000 and it
has to be shipped to Ontario for
repairs.
Brunner said it would have
been more effective to have a
few smaller chillers to deal with
higher temperatures, that way
when something happens there’s
a back-up plan.
“We are going to review the
needs of the campus and make
some improvements,” he said.
The big chiller motor had not
been sent out for repairs at press
time. Brunner said they need to
assess what to do and are looking
into funding for new equipment
to improve the current situation.
“People are used to being
comfortable,” he said. “There
were a few complaints about the
cold mornings, but people made
do with their own situations.
“People coped well. It could
have been a lot worse.”
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The room-sized AC unit, located in central maintenance behind Wyckham, has been non-functional since August.
Haney
said
the
cooler
temperatures
are
helping,
and she is hoping for them to
continue.
“Keeping things in perspective,

there are people around the
world who are dealing with grim
learning situations,” she said.
“It’s just something we had to
deal with.”

GRADE GRUBBING

SA pushing for uniform grading
Faculties face different grading system
BAJ Visser
The Reflector

Ever been surprised when an
85 per cent in one course didn’t
net the same letter grade as in
another course?
Wondering why your general
education courses seem to have
their own grading schemes?
These head-scratchers have
bothered Students’ Association
of Mount Royal University’s
VP academic Jennifer Langille
since she started digging out old
course outlines.
“I always hated having to go
through every outline for every
class just to figure out where
my mark is,” Langille said, “and
I know I’m not the only one
dealing with this frustration.”
That’s why Langille said she is
moving towards standardizing
grading rubrics across Mount

Royal’s various faculties and
departments,
implementing
an “institution-wide grading
scheme, which includes GPA,
percentage and letter grades.”
According to Langille, the
confusing mix of rubrics can
impact students’ access to
awards, loans, scholarships and
graduate school.
“If we’re essentially getting
a 4.0 in one class and a 3.5 in
another, for exactly the same
percentage mark, it just doesn’t
add up for a lot of students,”
Langille said. “In some cases
it’s different for every professor
within one faculty.
“It becomes impossible for
students to keep all their grades
straight.”
Langille made standardized
grading rubrics a central plank
in her election platform, and said
being elected gives her a clear

endorsement to move ahead with
her plan.
“I’ve been working on this
since the day I was elected,”
Langille said. She contacted
schools across Canada to see
how some of the top universities
in the nation — as ranked
by
Maclean’s
Magazine’s
university rankings — handled
standardized grades.
Of the top 20 institutions in
Canada, Langille found that
only the University of Calgary
does not have across-the-board
standardization, though they
are moving towards that for the
2012-2013 school year.
“McGill,
Ottawa,
Acadia,
Ryerson, Laval — these are
big names, and they are all
standardized,” Langille said.
“It’s logical, and it speaks to
the institution’s credibility,” she
said. “How can an institution

be credible if each professor has
their own grading system?”
However, this is exactly how
it would continue to work even
if a standardized rubric were
to be implemented, said Marc
Chikinda, Dean of the centre
of communications studies at
Mount Royal.
“The key thing to remember
is, regardless of rubrics, it
will always be an instructor
who decides what an A is,”
Chikinda said. “What we can
never change, and should
never change, is the professor’s
adjudication of a student’s work.”
Chikinda
said
the
communication faculty’s own
grading scheme was one was
agreed upon by representatives
from all of the faculty’s majors, as
well as student representatives.
“This rubric has worked for us
for years now, and I don’t really

see the need for us to change
things,” Chikinda said.
Most of the communication
faculty’s
scholarships
are
awarded internally, Chikinda
added,
meaning
that
a
standardized
grade
would
have little financial impact on
communication students.
“Moreover,
there
is
a
perception in some places that
communication students have it
easier than other students, and
that’s not at all the situation,” he
said. “One just has to look at the
rubric to see that we really do
expect a lot out of our students.”
“I’m open to arguments,”
Chikinda said of Langille’s
proposal, “but I haven’t heard
anything to convince me yet.”
Langille hopes to have her
recommendations
passed
through the General Faculties
Council this academic year.
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“It’s nicer than The
Lib. They gave it a
makeover, but didn’t
change much.”

“It’s edgy. It has a
club look, it’s still
somewhere you can
hang out.”

Jayme Ingram
Open Studies

Matt Restoule
Business

“The layout looks
much better. It seems
like a good place to
chill.”

Sandeep Ahuja
Business

GUEST COLUMN

Jodi Nickel

“There’s not really
a dance floor, and it
seems like there are
fewer tables.”

Dana Muir
Social Work

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca or in person at our
office in the basement of Wyckham House.

Teaching the teachers

may initially assume they know
what is involved in being a
teacher. They soon learn that
It has been a long time effective teaching is more than
coming, but students can planning lessons according to
finally complete a bachelor the provincial curriculum.
They
must
develop
of education at Mount Royal
approaches
that
will
engage
University.
and
educate
a
diverse
For the last 20
classroom of students
years, students could
who have different
begin a B.Ed. at
personalities
and
MRU then transfer to
interests
and,
in
some
other universities to
cases, complex needs.
complete their degrees.
Collaboration with
For the 75 students
other
teachers, parents
who
have
been
and
community
admitted to the B.Ed.
Jodi Nickel
members
is
also part
Elementary this fall, Associate Professor
of
a
teacher’s
job. Add
they don’t have to
to
that
the
broader
leave to complete their
purposes
of
schooling
such
as
education.
fostering
curiosity,
character
Mount Royal has the only
program in the province where and citizenship, and teaching
students can enter directly from becomes a very complex
high school without any prior profession indeed.
Throughout the bachelor of
university education.
education
program, students
Having spent 13 years on the
develop
the
knowledge, skills
receiving end as students in the
and
attributes
that will equip
K-12 system, education students
Guest Columnist

If you build it, they will drink.
Mount Royal’s campus bar has finally finished
its stylish upgrade.
A facelift was obviously in order, with the old saloon
looking more like a Legion than a campus pub.
However, a fresh coat of paint won’t keep university students from doing what they do best:
getting ridiculously drunk for no reason.
A high-stress environment mixed with cheap,
readily available drinks creates the temptation
to get completely obliterated.
Student night gave many an excuse to get liquoured up on a Tuesday.
And we did. Often.
The Liberty Lounge was like a rite of passage.
It was magical.
But let’s not forget The Lib lacked many amenities, which made it a possibly dangerous place.
Food wasn’t available, excluding bagged nachos, stale popcorn and potato chips.
Inebriated students were forced to stumble
across Wyckham House to use the bathrooms.
These minor seemingly minor annoyances actually
created a dangerous environment.
Recent events show how easily and quickly drinking
can turn tragic.
Only days before The Hub opened its doors,
Acadia University mourned the loss of freshman student Jonathan Andrews.
Andrews, a 19-year-old originally from Calgary,
died from alcohol poisoning following an oncampus drinking binge during frosh week.
Emergency crews found his unconscious body
in a university residence.
Andrews’ obituary described the Western
Canada High School grad as an athlete on the
honour roll.
He had a bright future ahead of him — dashed.
At Acadia and Mount Royal, life moved on.
The new Hub opened without a glitch andshould be a considerably safer than its predecessor. With washrooms in close proximity and
a kitchen on the way, the potential for disaster
should be greatly reduced.
Drink up MRU, you’re in safer hands now.

them to tackle this challenging
and meaningful profession.
One of the exciting features
of MRU’s bachelor of education
is the unique approach to field
experience in schools. In their
very first semester and in six of
the eight semesters during the
degree, students are placed in
schools several hours each week
to see first-hand what is involved
in the life of a teacher.
It makes the theory come alive
when they can see it unfolding
in the classroom.
Because elementary teachers
usually teach all subject areas,
B.Ed. students will take methods
courses in all core subjects
including Language Arts, Math,
Science, Social Studies, Art,
Music, Drama and Physical
Education.
They will benefit from small
class sizes and professors who
visit them regularly in their
practicum placements to help
them apply the knowledge from
their courses to classrooms

settings.
MRU is responding to the
needs of our local community by
providing the option for a minor
in Teaching English as a Second
Language.
English is not the first
language of approximately 25
per cent of students in Calgary
schools. B.Ed. students with
this minor will be especially
well equipped to serve this
population of students.
Although
the
Calgary
Board of Education had to lay
off nearly 200 teachers this
year due to budget cutbacks,
projections
suggest
there
will be a demand for Calgary
teachers in the future due
to teacher retirement and
Calgary’s baby boom.
MRU’s first graduating class
of teachers in 2015 will be
ready to fill the gap.
Jodi Nickel is an associate professor
in the department of education and
schooling at MRU.

TWO-WHEELIN’

Living for the ride
Why bike safety matters
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Marina Giannitsos
Features Editor

“It’s just like riding a bike…”
The saying itself refers to something that becomes second nature — something you can never
forget.
But try remembering when you
first learned how to actually ride
a bicycle. Your envisioned young
self may challenge the idea that
riding feels natural and easy.
It was probably anything but
easy when you first learned to
balance yourself on that big-kid
two-wheeler — especially after
picking yourself off the pavement
a few times.
Of course nobody remembers
those moments, not until you try
riding an even bigger bike… Now
equipped with a motor and incredible speed.
Riding a motorcycle is a similar experience to riding a bicycle,
but the amount of power involved
can create an incredible safety
risk to yourself and others when
you have no idea what you’re doing.
Instead of scrapes on your
knees from falling off, you now
have road rash and skin grafts.
However, there are ways of ensuring the risk isn’t as high as it
could be.
Just ask Carmen Wenstrom,
a fourth year nursing student at

Mount Royal University, who first
rode a motorcycle a few weeks
ago through a two-day motorcycle course.
Even though she had been
dirt biking since she was young,
Wenstrom decided to go to Too
Cool Motorcycle School because
she felt it was better to get the
basics down before heading out
onto the road.
“The school gives you the fundamentals and all the groundwork that you really need to be
a safe and competent rider,” she
said.
“Overall you’re going to be
more confident once you leave
and probably in the long run save
yourself an accident or a collision, something that could’ve
been prevented with just some
basic training.”
According to the 2010 Alberta
Traffic Collision Statistics report,
riders under the age of 25 were
most likely to be involved in a
major or minor collision. The statistic is also reported in all past
yearly reports available on the
Government of Alberta’s website,
which go as far as back as 1998.
Trevor Dech, chief instructor at
Too Cool For Motorcycle School,
said there are a lot of reasons why
that is, but cites a lack of experience as one of the top ones:
“When you’re young [you
think] nothing’s ever going to
happen to you, you’re impervious

So you want to ride a bike...
Steps to getting your license
1. Pass the written road test. The test is based on the information in the Alberta general driver’s handbook and the Alberta
motorcycle handbook.
2. Purchase a road test and book it. Sometimes you have to
pay a rental cost for a bike or you can ride your own bike if you
have one — as long as it’s registered, insured and someone
rides with you to the test.
3. Take your 45-min. road test. The examiner will follow in a car
giving instructions through radio.
Do I need a license to ride?
No. Classes 1 through 5 are all considered learner’s licenses for
a bike, so as long as you ride with someone who has their class
6 license then you never really need to get your own — unless
you want to ride alone.

FEATURES EDITOR:
Marina Giannitsos
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

to any kind of pain.”
Dech has been riding for 40
years and teaching for 20. He was
16 years old when he was hit from
behind by a car while at a stop
sign. He’s had a different outlook
on the safety of riding bikes since
then.
“It’s the person that rides that’s
dangerous,” Dech said. “It’s all
about the attitude of the person that’s operating the vehicle,
doesn’t matter if it’s a car, truck,
bicycle or walking.
“Inherently, because of the lack
of protection, [motorcycles] are
dangerous, but really, the num-

Graph: Marina Giannitsos

Alberta has the third highest amount of registered motorcycles in Canada.

ber one thing that makes it dangerous is the person’s lack of skill
and attitude.”
He said other reasons accounting for so many collisions
amongst young riders include
speed and the “show-off” factor.
“They’re looking around to see
who’s looking at them and the
moment of inattentiveness someone breaks in front of you and all
of a sudden there’s a problem.
Then there’s speed; there is that
want to go do it,” Dech said.
Reports also state alcohol as
a key factor in motorcycle collisions. In fact, the 1981 Hurt
Report, one of the most comprehensive studies on motorcycle accidents, states almost half of fatal
accidents show alcohol involvement.
Wenstrom said all the stats are
alarming, especially since there is
little protecting any motorcyclist
out there, but she’s confident that
with this training she’s well prepared when she gets her own bike
and gets out on the open road.
In the end she said her first
road ride at the end of the course
was an amazing experience, one
that trumps the fear of danger.
“It was so great to just get out
on the highway and just have
the open road, it was beautiful,”
Wenstrom said. “It’s really nice to
just get into your own space and
not have to think about anything
else and just go for a ride.”
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QUICK
QUIPS

“R

eality leaves
a lot to the
imagination.”
— John Lennon

“I

have not failed.
I’ve just found
10,000 ways that
won’t work.”
— Thomas Edison

“D

reams are
today’s
answers to tomorrow’s
questions.“
— Edgar Cayce

“E

nding a
sentence
with a preposition is
something up with
which I will not put. “
— Winston Churchill
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A HAIRY SITUATION

Hurly, burly, curlies
The scoop on the hair down there

Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

I’m sure we all recall when
that
first
short-and-curly
sprouted.
The milestone is generally
accompanied by awe, then
confusion and finally a
combination of self-regard
and consternation at the
prospect of becoming all
grown up that lasts most of
our adult lives.
Pubes — as they are so
affectionately referred to —
are the taxman of the genital
world: they aren’t very well
appreciated, but they aren’t
going away anytime soon, at
least speaking in evolutionary
terms.
You may not often think
about the purpose behind
your wiry whirlies, but
according to research they
retain a magical stink that
turns heads and fill beds. Why
it’s pheromones, of course.
Pepe Le Pew’s got nothing on

you my friends.
These
mysterious
scent
signals
supposedly
communicate
genetic
messages to potential mates
and all sorts of other voodoo,
but whether they actually
apply to our species and not
just the birds and the bees, as
it were, is still hotly debated
in the scientific community.
Consider this: it is alleged
by those who would know
that when an exotic dancer
is ovulating she often makes
twice the tips than when
aunt flow is in the house…
I suppose we might also
consider the last time a
‘ripper had a full on bush was
probably before most of us
were born.
On that note, it is probably
astute to discuss the notable
lack of nature’s original
steel wool on woman and
men alike. Some like to
chalk it up to the always fun
and available scapegoat —
pornography, or its evermorebizarre counterparts.
Some
feminists
have
decided it is an attempt by
our patriarchal society to
keep women in pre-pubescent
and
girlish
submission.
Some discuss a gradual
disappearance of downstairs

STUDENT SPECIAL

only

Illustration: Anna Brooks

detailing as a reaction to
the concurrent reduction in
women’s garments in general,
as more was revealed more
had to be removed.
However,
shearing
the
shrubbery is not nearly as new
a practice as one might think.
Ancient Egyptians were on
board with chopping the mop
and actually removed all of
their body hair — men and
women both.
(Body hair is apparently
not acceptable, but sticking a
dude’s head on a cat’s body is
totally OK.)
In the 1600s prostitutes
shaved their playboy bunnies,
but this was more likely

because of unsightly crabs
and to visually declare
themselves without bumps,
sores and the like than any
sort of personal grooming
trend. This was also around
the time of the introduction of
the pubic wig, or merkin.
The merkin was used for
a number of reasons over
the last few hundred years.
Prostitutes used them to cover
up those pesky ickys I just
mentioned.
It was thought shaving the
low-lying areas was a cure
for syphilis, so the well-to-do
would purchase one of these
weird weaves to — I suppose
— make themselves feel a

Join Today!

399

$

+ tax

Flexible.

Like you.
With more than 800
transferable courses delivered
online and at a distance,
Athabasca University can help
you build the schedule you want
with the courses you need.

1-800-597-1FIT

goodlifefitness.com
*When joining you will be required to pay $399 plus applicable tax. No additional fees are required above the
specified membership fee. Must be 18 years of age or older with a valid student ID. Membership expires 8
months from date of purchase. Limited time offer. One club price only. Offer valid at participating clubs only.
Other conditions may apply, see club for details.

Learn more at
explore.athabascau.ca

little more normal?
It’s illegal in some states for
naked lady dancers to actually
get fully nude, so what’s the
solution to letting the skivvies
fly? Get a pair of nudecoloured panties and sew a
merkin onto those babies.
This somehow evokes the
image of a Muppet ‘ripper in
my mind. What? Don’t judge
me.
In light of all this presentday pressure to style your
stench trench, one may
wonder what’s “in” right now?
There are plenty of ways to
mold your down do.
The classic Brazilian leaves
nary, but a vertical rectangle
or “landing strip” just above
the naughty bit is quite
common. Many opt to just do
a bit of a snip or trim to tidy
up.
But my fav by far is what
I’ve discovered is known as
the “Hitler,” which is a small
horizontal rectangle of downthere hair resembling the
maniac’s infamous ‘stach.
Well, Halloween is coming
up. Why not get a little
podium for your favorite furry
Fuhrer?
Perhaps
you’ve
always
found it a little tacky that
your carpet doesn’t match
your drapes.
Enter Betty’s line of pubic
hair dye. You can have a black
Betty or a brown Betty.
Yep — they aren’t just
dessert or song titles anymore
— they’re your junk! Why not
try out pink Betty?
If dying has got you a
little excited then you may
also want to try a pubic hair
stencil.
Picture it: the pants thrown,
the socks discarded in any
direction, and as you reveal
your prize, you notice what
looks like a piece of cotton
candy.
Suddenly with that same
consternation you felt all
those years ago, you stare in
awe of your lust mate’s pink
pube patch in a shape vaguely
like a unicorn.
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MAKIN’ BACON

For the love of bacon
Baconfest Canada celebrates the best part of breakfast
Aaron Chatha
The Reflector

Nothing gets between a pork
lover and his bacon.
In a light-hearted 2010 survey
conducted by Maple Leaf Foods,
43 per cent of responders
preferred bacon over sex. The
survey also revealed that one in
five men agreed that some days,
they simply couldn’t live without
bacon.
It’s surprising then that
Baconfest Canada, which has
been celebrated in various parts
of the United States for years, is
only now heading north of the
border.
But on Sept. 24, bacon will
hit Calgary in a big way as
Baconfest will celebrate the
cured, smoked pork meat like
never before.
“Bacon
is
the
perfect,
universal meat,” said Tim
“Bacon Boss” Tamashiro, chair
of Baconfest Canada. “Canada
has a bacon named after it, so
it makes sense that we should
have a festival of bacon.”
Naturally, Baconfest will have
all the bacon one can eat. Local
businesses like Crave Cupcakes
will be on site with their own
bacon-inspired offerings. And
for those who like a little less

animal slaughter with their
meals, there will even be a
vegetarian bacon sandwich
nicknamed “The Hypocrite.”
There will also be various
bacon-themed games and even
a bacon poetry slam. Organizers
say they’re cramming as much
bacon as possible into a single
day.
“The piece-de-resistance is the
harvest bacon eating contest,”
Tamashiro
gleefully
said.
“There’s 18 contestants gonna
be timed for a five-minute bacon
eating contest.”
The contest will take place
at noon on the day of and
will be the centrepiece of the
celebration.
Although the festival aims
to be good, cheery fun, bacon
itself is a serious matter. There’s
more to it than just picking any
old bacon up from your grocer’s
freezer.
Derek Wilken, who grew up
on a swine farm, explained:
“Well, you get different cuts
from a pig. There’s the thin
sliced kind of bacon that you
have there or the rounder, what
they call Canadian bacon. It
depends on what part of the
animal you’re harvesting.”
For reference, most Canadian
bacon is cut from the pig’s back

and hind, while American bacon
is cut from the belly and sides.
The British on the other hand
usually take from the shoulders.
There’s also a speciality Italian
bacon made from pork cheeks
called guanciale. Then from
the rest of the pig you get
your sausage, chops and other
pork meals. The cut of bacon
determines its size and shape.
According to Wilken, the best
kind of bacon is farm fresh,
without all the preservatives.
Although hard to find — as most
farms will sell the majority of
their flock to big conglomerates
— it’s worth it.
Wilken also dispelled some
myths about our porky pals. For
instance, pigs are not the filthy
animals many believe them to
be. They keep clean, even in the
pigpen, and will always try to
find the nicest spots to sit down or
sleep in, he said.
And while not every pig can
be a Wilbur or Babe, they are a
species that is brimming with
personality.
“You look in the pen and there’s
the leaders and the followers,”
Wilken said. “Then there’s the
curiosity seekers, the mamas.
“Yeah, everyone has their own
structured society.”
Wild pigs are another story.

Photo illustration: Jorden Dixon

Mmmmmmmmmmm Bacon! Baconfest Canada is a
celebration of the ‘universal meat.’
Mean, vicious and very gamey response has been big enough —
when cooked, Wilken told stories with over 600 tickets sold already
where old kings would hunt wild — that Tamashiro hopes to make
boars for sport, and more than a it an annual event.
few ended with the boar as the
The festival will be held at the
victor.
Bowness Community Centre on
Baconfest
began
as
a Sept. 24, starting at 10 a.m. and
fundraising event for Inviti Jazz tickets will be available at the
and Food Festival 2012, but door.

BRAIN FOOD

Healthy living, healthy eating
Snacks to help you survive the semester
Eunice Poon
The Reflector

In the lives of busy students,
meal planning and eating
nutritional foods can often be
left until the last minute when
the grocery stores have closed,
and instant noodles are that’s
left in the cupboard.
According to the Canada
Food Guide, the recommended
daily servings for a young adult
ranges from seven to eight
fruits and vegetables; six to
seven grain products; two milk
and alternatives; and two meat
and alternatives.
This can be tough to achieve
— especially when your mind
is on project deadlines, exams
or that cute group member
you have to call later. However,
leaving healthy food choices at
the back of your mind could be
costly to your physical health.
Kim Wagner Jones, nutrition
co-ordinator for the University
of Calgary’s Health and
Fitness Programs, says she has
observed many young adults
not eating enough fruits and
vegetables, or enough of the
recommended servings of
dairy products.

As a result, Jones says
“they are missing out on
some critical nutrients and
antioxidants,” adding eating
healthy can help promote good
health and resist illness and
infection as well as optimize
energy levels.
So if you’re finding
yourself
getting
sick a lot during
the school year,
or just always
drained
for
energy, here are
some easy foods
you can try to
give
yourself
that extra boost.

conducted by the Department
of Biotechnology in India,
walnuts were found to have
the best antioxidant properties,
which increases health and

Four
nutritional
foods to make
your body
happy:
1.) Walnuts: often
known as brain food, they
are loaded with Vitamin E
and can help lower cholesterol
and boost brainpower. They’re
an excellent source of Omega-3
fatty acids, a fat that is
essential for our bodies.
According
to
a
study

helps in the prevention of
cellular damage.
Use these crunchy nuts to
pep up a salad, a bowl of cereal

or alone as a snack.
2.) Chickpeas: they’re an
excellent source of fiber and
also contain almost twice the
amount of protein compared to
other cereal grains. This bean
acts as a carbohydrate and
a protein, so it can give
you energy.
Use this bean
for
hummus,
couscous salad,
curry, stew or
buy
roasted
chickpeas and
mix with nuts
and raisin to
create
your
own healthy
trail mix.
3.) Quinoa:
commonly
called the super
grain, it’s actually
a seed that is related
to the spinach family.
Quinoa is a complete protein
containing essential amino
acids, fiber, magnesium and
manganese. It is also rich in
minerals such as calcium, iron
and zinc. And lastly it is a great
gluten-free option.

Use this super grain for
salads or as a substitute for rice
or pasta.
4.) Bananas: a healthy and
delicious option. They contain
a good source of vitamin B6,
vitamin C, potassium, and
manganese. Because of its rich
source of potassium, bananas
help maintain normal blood
pressure and heart function.
They also help prevent high
blood pressure.
Use bananas in any fruit or
milkshake, eat for breakfast
with other fruits, yoghurt and
granola, or eat it on its own as
a snack.
When on the go, studying, or
working on projects, snacks like
these can help you achieve the
daily portion suggested by the
Food Guide.
According to Jones, poor
nutrition or unhealthy eating
can contribute to some of the
negative consequences of being
stressed, such as weight gain
and weight loss to name a few.
Her suggested goal then is to
maintain healthy blood-sugar
levels, which can help control
appetite and prevent overeating
in stressful situations.
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FAITH MATTERS

Belief through engagement
The relationship between spirituality and politics

James Wilt
Faith Columnist

Oct. 1 will come and go like
any other Saturday.
Assignments
will
be
completed, textbooks will be
read and beer will be drunk
during what will likely be one
of the last days of sunshine.
But if everything goes as
expected a week earlier, a
significant
announcement
will be made sometime in
the evening. One of three
candidates will have emerged
as victor in the second ballot
of the election for the new
leader of the Progressive
Conservative Association of
Alberta and will consequently
become the premier of Alberta
until the next provincial vote
is held.
However, if the leadership
election in 2006 was any
indicator, not many people
will care. Some 144,000
people voted in the second
ballot of that election, which
made up a miniscule four per

cent of Alberta’s population at
the time.
Surprisingly, all of this
relates to faith.
In 2001, the federal census
suggested that around two
out of every three Calgarians
described
themselves
as
Christian. If every one of
those 632,295 people had
voted in the election five years
later, it would have boosted
the overall province-wide
turnout by over four times.
As I see it, voting is
intimately spiritual. But if the
action — which takes all of
five minutes — was seen like
that by the other half million
Christians in Calgary, then the
numbers would reflect it.
Obviously, my position is an
anomaly. But why?
Evangelical Christians —
and I pick on them because
I am one — have a funny
habit of aggregating Christ’s
words into a personal mission
statement.
Verses such as “As it is, you
do not belong to the world,
but I have chosen you out of
the world” (John 15:19) and
“My kingdom is not of this
world” (John 18:36) somehow
become catchy bumper-sticker
phrases like “Be in the world,
but not of it.”

samru.ca

And just like that, any
obligation to participate on
the ongoing events of the
world is nullified. From that
bastardized worldview, all
that salvation requires is for
the believer to defend oneself
from the lies of sinners and
wait for Jesus to suck them
up into the vortex of heaven.
Homelessness, the gendered
wage gap and environmental
degradation don’t actually
matter. After all, the world’s
going to burn.
Although most Christians in
Canada aren’t that extreme,
there are remnants of similar
theology surfacing from time
to time. Elections are one of
those times.
At the polls, we each
have the ability to
determine what the
province’s priorities
will be for the next
couple of years.
This should be a
stunning notion.
With the cross of
a box, we can somehow
help change health care,
improve education for all and
influence the direction of the
economy.
But Christians stay at home
and read their Bibles. Maybe,

for once, it would be a
good idea to follow the
recorded actions of
Christ, who “became
flesh and blood,
and moved into the
neighbourhood”
(John 1:14). He
became one of
us to make
the
world
a
better
place.

If we say that
we believe in him, we
should probably do the same
thing.
Illustration: Jack Simpson

samru.ca

EMBRACE YOUR SPACE

Photos: Vanessa Gillard

ARTS EDITOR:
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The first day Mount Royal’s new resto-lounge style bar was open students were taking full advantage of the revamped
space. Students are looking forward to the new menu that will be available in the coming weeks.
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This Hub’s for you

HOT
SPOTS

MRU students embrace new
space and anticipate food menu
Vanessa Gillard
Arts Editor

The
newest
addition
to
Wyckham House opened its
doors with little ceremony and
lots of curiousity from passing
students on Sept. 13. Previously
The Liberty Lounge, The Hub is
still a place for students to relax and chat over a drink, but
will offer new services to the
student body like a full kitchen with a remarkably upscale
menu, in-house washrooms and
table service.
The bar’s new name comes
from a student contest held last
winter semester. The Students’
Association chose it because it
speaks to a vision of the bar being a “vibrant hub of the campus
community.”
The layout is strikingly different from the bar’s predecessor and the design is decidedly
resto-lounge-esque. Most notably the sunken dance floor
and stage has been replaced by
two very spacious washrooms
that are now level with the rest
of the space. Tiffany Riddell,
Hub manager, said the stairs
made it difficult for those with
limited mobility to get on the
dance floor. The new stage is
now more central in a spot to
the right of the washrooms. In
the subsequent evenings to the
opening, students have adopted
the area as a dance floor. The
south-facing wall was brought
out around five feet into the
Wyckham House smoking area
and now harbours six booths.
The furnishings are contemporary lounge with four-top
seating and double couches
around lower ovular tables. The
lighting is minimal with some
coloured LEDs interspersed

about. The entrance and the
bar feature wood details that
complement the light green and
dark grey colour scheme.
Overall, it gives an organic,
yet modern feeling. A pool table
and TVs above the bar are expected to provide bar goers with
some as well. They are expected
to arrive shortly.
Bar staff said it was pretty
funny and coincidental that
David Docherty, Mount Royal’s
new president, happened to be
the first patron to stroll in the
door. Apparently, Docherty happened to be standing outside
when the doors opened and after he stepped inside other keen
students followed.
The SA hired Michael Buffett,
who’s been cooking for 10 years
and received his red seal three
years ago. He will be The Hub’s
kitchen manager and says he
is really excited to be serving
Mount Royal students and even
consulted with some before
writing the menu.
“I talked to lots of students
when writing the menu,”
Buffett said. “I talked to lots of
young ladies about what they
would like to see on the menu,
and we took all kinds of things
into consideration.
“We’re doing a Korean-style
short rib because we know there
is a high percentage of students
who can’t eat pork. A lot of the
young women we spoke with
said they’d like to see some nice
salads, so we’ve got several entree salads.”
The kitchen hopes to be
open further toward the end
of September, Buffett said they
want everything to be completely up to par.
“The kitchen’s under construction. The stoves are in

there, but they’re not hooked up
yet,” the chef said. “We’re waiting for gas, we need to pass fire
and safety inspections.
“Everything has to be perfect,
and we’re not going do it fast,
we’re going do it right. We want
to make sure when we open it’s
done properly, as opposed to
rushing through it.”
The full menu has yet to be
rolled out and many students
suggested the usual pub fair,
like burgers, but unfortunately,
Buffett said Dairy Queen has the
exclusive rights to sell burgers
in Wyckham House. In light of

are unhappy with items on the
menu then they can easily be
changed.
“We’re going to have comment cards, we’re going to take
comments from students and we
can re-print the menu any day
of the week. So, if we have to
change something because people don’t like it then we change
it. If we feel that we missed the
buck somewhere we’ll adjust.”
Most students are naturally
concerned with pricing, and
The Hub’s chef has considered
costs as well. The average price
for a meal at The Hub will be

D

anielle French is a
local singer/song
writer and a filmmaker
too! Check out her film
at the CIFF on Sept. 25
at The Globe. It’s called
To The Death and it’s
a short and it features
her song of the same
name and it’s already
won many awards.

T

he East Village RiverWalk is screening
Casablanca outdoors
for your nostalgic
enjoyment on Sept. 24.
It begins at 7:30 p.m.
and there is a short
intermission, so bring a
blanket and someone
to make out/cry with.
Follow @YYCmobileMovie on Twitter for
more details.

D
that, Buffett has come up with
some options that could serve as
a sort of substitute, such as sausage sliders, which the chef said
they will sell individually, so
students can share with friends
or just order a couple to enjoy
alone. There will, however, be
a wing night on Wednesdays,
which will surely please those
partial to pub grub. Although
food will be served students will
still be allowed to bring in outside food.
Buffett added that if students

between eight and $10. A teaser
menu on SAMRU’s website lists
appetizers, salads, soups, main
courses, and desserts. The few
specific items are a beet and
chevre salad and a dark chocolate and raspberry mousse.
These new additions to the
MRU bar mean additional
staff in the kitchen and servers for table service. Claire
Miglionico is a prep cook for The

— CONT. on 12

o you like The
Colbert Report?
Radiohead? The Comedy Network has given
the always outspoken,
satirical character his
first ever hour-long
episode to pick the
brains of some of the
most influential musicians on earth. Maybe
they feel bad because
he lost another Emmy
to Jon Stewart.
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Hub and said she is looking forward to working there.
“I’m really pumped to
be working at The Hub,”
Miglionico said. “We have a
great team of people going on
and the managers are superduper awesome and are all
about promoting a open and
friendly atmosphere, which is
something I really look up to.”
A new drink menu is also
in the works with some new
drinks designed to commemorate the lounge’s opening, and
as always, drink specials will
be available, like a can of Lucky
Lager for $3.50 and $3.75 highballs on Electro Tuesdays. Along
with all the usual types of draft
on tap there is a new beer for
those ever popular pitchers:
The Japanese standby Sapporo.
“We will have a formal drink
menu soon that will include a
drink called Hubalicious with
bubblegum vodka, and, to
name a couple martinis, there
will be a Couga-tini and a
Purple Revolution in honour of

our Mayor,” Riddell said. “We
will be open to adding studentsuggested drinks to our menu
and may even look into making
it a fun competition.”
Programming for The Hub
will continue to bring studentfocused acts and events says
the programming manager
Josh Boser: “Students are our
main focus. Period.
“We reach out to students
and encourage them to get involved in the kinds of things
going on in The Hub; joining
a student club or getting involved with one of our SAMRU
student volunteer centres is a
great way to influence what
happens on stage.”
On Mondays, The Hub will
play host to a Minute to Win It
night modeled after the popular TV show. Electro Tuesdays
will replace what was previously known as student night,
and will feature a rotation of
local and touring DJs. All MRU
students get in free with a flash
of their student I.D. but those

who don’t attend Mount Royal
will pay a $5 cover.
Boser said the acts coming
throughout the semester will
be diverse and entertaining for
all tastes:
“Bedouin Soundclash rocked
U-Fest, of course... in addition, we got some fantastic acts
like, Key’s N’ Krates, Dipstick
& Oilpan and Royal Canoe
coming through in September
alone,” said the promoter.
“Heavy Vinyl Halloween V will
be off the hook, guaranteed.”
“We’ve got a few other tricks
up our sleeves that students
will get pretty excited about
we’re sure,” he added.
The Hub was part of phase
two of the SA’s $2.4-million renovations to Wyckham
House this summer.
It remains to be seen how
students will continue to settle
into their new hub as more additions are made, but the reaction so far has been pretty positive from employees, managers
and student body.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

Ask about our

FREE
whitening
promotion

DR. RONDA SALLOUM AND
DR. CHRIS ORR, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. W. ELSAGHIR, DR. AMIT PATEL

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE

Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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U FEST
Bedouin Soundclash rock Mount Royal’s
second annual celebration of
becoming a university

Top: Bedouin Soundclash’s
bass player, center, Eon Sinclair, grooves to the band’s
dub inspired sounds. The
Canadian band was a popular
edition to this year’s celebration. Guitarist, Jay Malinowski, right, and drummer, Sekou
Lumumba, kept their mellow
bass led sound a little more
up beat.

Top Centre: Over 900 students showed up to watch
the bands, have some eats,
and take part in other activities that the university put
together for U Fest 2011.
Bottom center: A youngster
with ear protection and her
family enjoy the sights and
some of the sounds of the
days events.
Verticle: Kelly O’Keefe rocks
out on bass with popular Calgary band, Frankie McQueen.
Bottom left: Meghan Melnyk, Students’ Association
of Mount Royal University
president, takes a pie in the
face in the spirit of good fun
during the pie tossing event.

Photos by Bryan Weismiller
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LIVE RE-VIEW

Sound Off

Iron Maiden
From Fear to Eternity – Best
of 1990-2010
EMI
It sure speaks about a band’s relevance, longevity and all-around
greatness when they have just
released their sixth Best Of/
Greatest Hits compilation. It does

Photo courtesy of Synapse

Synapse are a Victoria band who’ve been together for 2 years. They played in Calgary at
Vern’s bar to a somewhat enthused crowd.

Synapse can’t make
real connection
Live show is energetic,
but there’s room to grow
Vanessa Gillard
Arts Editor

To get the feeling of a live
show from a review it is
sometimes helpful to have
the often over looked details included. Victoria band
Synapse’s recent show in
Calgary was one such case.
Vern’s tavern set the scene
of Synapse’s show on Sept.
14. The bar’s entrance nearly obscured by surrounding
establishments, it’s located
just down the street from the
Uptown Stage and Screen on
Eighth Street S.W.
The bar itself is reminiscent
of grandpa’s basement or
perhaps the Legion’s games
room. Wood paneled walls
are adorned with varieties of
whole and snapped symbols
signed by various artists that
have come through the venue. It creates a particularly
suitable atmosphere for the
faces you’ll find there.
The place was actually
quite full on this night for
a hump day, and the crowd
milled around drinking and

chatting while the first band,
Illuminated Minerva, played
their version of progressive
metal. The band’s distinct
lack of lyrics confused me,
but didn’t seem to bother
anyone else. In fact, people
seemed more inclined to
socialize while Illuminated
Minerva droned out their
heavy yet synthy sound.
Going upstairs into the
back alley for a smoke, I
found Synapse’s RV that they
had arrived in from Victoria,
where they hail from. Some
guy claiming to be their manager, and who I later found
out was the roadie, weaved
some yarns about “life on the
road.” As it turns out, you can
check out some videos of the
band on the road on their site
that are pretty entertaining.
Back inside, Synapse took
the stage and the crowd immediately perked up. Before
long, the band’s influences
like Tool and Alexisonfire
quickly becomes apparent.
As a quartet they began fairly
loose and the rhythm section
was the stand out at first,
but it’s obvious they are a

very competent and technically talented foursome as
they delve further into their
album. Their lyrical style is
wounded and dismissive,
but the lyrics do not necessarily coincide with the lead
singer’s longing. Much of the
message seems shallow and
typical in terms of loneliness
and the usual break up narrative.
The dual guitars seem
muddled at times, however,
this could have been a sound
issue. Vern’s acoustics are
likely less than ideal, but the
lead and rhythm played precisely and the changes were
on point overall.
Synapse was really fun and
engaging. Jumping around
and making eye contact with
the crowd undoubtedly helps
the band connect with their
audience.
It would be interesting to
see Synapse again, just to get
an idea of whether their live
performance is usually all
over the place. It seems like
they could probably have
invested some more time in
creating a live dynamic.

The Muppets
Green Album
LL Recordings

The premise behind the Green
Album is simple: take 12 old,
beloved Muppet songs and have
new artists perform covers of
them.
As a huge Muppets fan, I was
downright giddy when the album came out. The end result is
a mixed bag. The song selection,
naturally, is terrific, but some
artists adapted to the style better
than others.
The opening track, a cover of
the Muppet Show Theme by OK
Go is easily the best track on the
album. OK Go managed to take
the classic theme and really add
their own style to it, without

Mariachi El Bronx
Bronx II
ATO Records
There’s no doubt this recording is one of this band’s best. El
Mariachi Bronx aren’t the first
to explore this genre of music
(originating, albeit mysteriously,
in the Mexican state of Jalisco.)
The group channels music from
their travels, their heritage and
Mexican Los Angeles.
Twelve catchy, passionate,

so even further when you realize
that the 23-song double-disc
collection you’re staring at only
spans the second half of their
career.
Iron Maiden packs the rest of
the record with selections from
their most recent endeavours,
which will surely please the
newer generation of fans feeling
those albums stand with even the
most classic of Maiden. This is no
surprise though, as the legendary
group has, even now, captured a
generation’s attention as one of
the frontrunners and pioneers
of metal itself — just as they did
30-some odd years ago when
they formed.
— Brandon McNeil
loosing the key elements and
melodies that made the original
so catchy. It’s the perfect way to
do a cover, and it’s no surprise
that it’s the only track the get a
music video so far.
On the other hand, The
Fray performed a cover of the
ever popular “Mahna Mahna.”
Although not the deepest or
most complex piece to come
from The Muppets, The Fray
resolved to do nothing with it.
It’s a straight cover, down to the
chords, pace and timing, and
adds nothing new to the song. If
I wanted to listen to the original
song, I could easily YouTube it.
Overall, the album is a worthy buy for anyone hoping to
revisit these classic songs before
the new movie comes out in
November. For every dud, such
as “Nightlight” and “Halfway
Down the Stairs,” there’s a touch
of brilliance, such as Weezer’s
excellent rendition of “Rainbow
Connection” or Andrew Bird’s
slow tempo, but hypnotic “Bein’
Green.”
— Aaron Chatha
traditional, songs serenade us
with metaphorical rhymes, but
listen as though riddles of the
theme unfold. From the opening
track, a high-powered “48 Roses”
to the rhythmic sway of “Great
Provider,” through the Cajun inspired waltz of “Norteno lights,”
we are captivated by this ensemble until the bittersweet end.
Charismatic vocalist Matt
Caughthran shines with deep
howling tones, while the prophetic instrumentation and percussion pulls at our heart strings,
renewing hope in life and love.
What gives me fever is the future
for their alter ego the Bronx.
The Mariachi El Bronx will
open for the Foo Fighters October
27th at the Saddledome.
— Aysim Parkan
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SICK FLICK

Contagion explores
desperation, redemption
the contagion as it were. Kate
Winslet plays Erin Mears who is
a medical-intelligence specialist and works to set up emergency medical centers while attempting to locate the source of
the sickness.
She is a strong and selfless
character who is consistently
dealing with the politicking
and ignorance of a bureaucracy
that fights her attempts to gather resources.
As scientists try to find the
source, so they can create a serum, more people fall ill with
symptoms of severe flu followed
by seizures and finally death.
As the serum continues to
elude officials, the public turns
in a looting desperate mob, and
one of the more interesting aspects of the film is Jude Law’s
character, a blogger who becomes something of a pariah to
this mob touting that he knows
what the cure is.
Overall, the film is brilliant
in never taking the theme to
a melodramatic place, which
could have trivialized the entire
theme.
Each of Soderbergh’s character studies are essential to this
story and the overall effect is
one of human tragedy, vulnerability and a rebuilding of civilization as we’ve come to know
with massive human loss and
redemption, and really brings
a new appreciation of what the
concept of gratitude.

Tomorrow’s Professionals Apply Today!

Apply Online!
OMSAS

www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 15, 2011: Last day to create an account for the online application
October 3, 2011: Application deadline

OLSAS

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 1, 2011: Application deadline for first-year English programs
February 1, 2011: Application deadline for first-year French programs
May 1, 2012: Application deadline for upper-year programs

TEAS

Morgans
Pub on 17th

MONDAY

Live music
7 nights a week

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
WEDNESDAY TUESDAY
SATURDAY

It wasn’t so long ago that people
didn’t have the option to stand
in line for hours and hours for
a flu shot.
People didn’t have antibacterial options for everything from
eyedrops to floor detergents,
people coughed into their hand
instead of their sleeve, and a
child’s fever was treated with a
hot bath and rest rather than a
paniced trip to the doctor.
It seems some are being
trained to believe that sickness is lurking in every crevice
of every surface, handshake
and minor social exchange.
Is it coincidental that Steven
Soderbergh’s Contagion happened to be released just as the
chill of autumn and hence flu
season are upon us?
Contagion is an exploration
of mortality, fear, panic and the
desperation accompanying the
idea that as much as we like to
believe we are more in control
of our fate than ever before that
a virus is a more viable and illusive threat to our lives than any
terrorist, any mysterious backpack, any thump in the night.
After the supposed overreaction by the WHO in dealing
with the most recent swine flu,
people may be slightly desensitized to the idea these mutations are a very real threat.
A stark reminder of how real it
is, the Spanish influenza killed
one per cent of the world’s pop-

ulation in 1919. The spread was
accelerated like never before
because hundreds of thousands
of people moving across oceans
and continents after WWI.
Travel being what it is today,
the spread would be considerably faster and even wider
ranging.
The film begins on day two of
the outbreak and continues at
a breakneck pace for the entire
two hours, which speaks to the
rate people infect each other.
The ensemble cast and layered plotline is reminiscent of
Traffic, Soderbergh’s four-time
Academy Award- winning film
in 2000.
The story starts with Beth
Emhoff’s (Gweneth Paltrow)
business trip to Hong Kong
where she enjoys a pork dish
during a night out with clients.
On a layover in Chicago, she
sleeps with an ex-boyfriend and
returns to her husband and two
children in Minneapolis where
she dies suddenly.
Doctors are at a loss and
when Beth’s husband Mitch
(Matt Damon) returns home
his son is dead as well.
The loss is incredibly tangible
in Damon’s performance and
he continues to wrestle with the
safety of his remaining child, a
teenage daughter.
As compelling as this narrative concerning a family torn
apart is, the rest of the film
chronicles those on the front
lines of the quarantine and how
they track down the origin of

the Spinners, A Drum and Dj
show with Harvey Warren and
Chris Sparx feat. La Gogue
dancers, .99 cent draught
with BROKENTOYZ, 80’s Metal
Cover Band $4.75 bottled
beer and $4 Jager shots
featuring the band 3 Way
and 25 cent wings
on special all night
showcasing Calgary’s best
bands, please check website
for updated schedule

SATURDAY
afternoons

Arts Editor

we host Open Jam 3-7pm
$4.25 bottled beer, hiballs,
bring your guitar and join in

SUNDAY

Vanessa Gillard

featuring the band Cumberland
$4 bottled beer and hiballs

www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2011: Application deadline for English programs
March 1, 2012: Application deadline for French programs

www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/

Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs Application Service

✁

ORPAS

(Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy, Speech-Language Pathology)

January 6, 2012: Application deadline

170 Research Lane
Guelph ON N1G 5E2
www.ouac.on.ca

clip this coupon and bring it in for

✂no line no cover for 4 any night✂

✃
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
VOLUNTEER DENTISTS required
in the CUPS Health & Education
Centres Medical Clinic for Sat
mornings. Deanna Holt (403)6716564
WILD WRITER? Seeking experienced
technical writers for Calgary Wildlife
Rehab Society. Call Mary 403-2662282
QUALITY MUSIC = QUALITY OF LIFE.
Bethany Calgary invites you to share
your gift of music as a volunteer.
Contact Daria: (403) 284-6047
TAKE THE FIRST STEP. ARBI seeks
rehabilitation aide volunteers for
people with acquired brain injury.
Wendy@arbi.ca / 403 217-4591
BUSINESS SAVVY? The BBB needs
experienced volunteers to answer
calls from the public about business
topics. Anne@calgary.bbb.org
BOOK SMART? CYOC is recruiting
high school level tutors. Math,
humanities, and sciences. Contact
taren.pinel@gov.ab.ca
BUST A MOVE! Volunteer at the Boys
and Girls of Calgary by teaching
your dance moves to kids! Contact
Maggie at volunteer@bgcc.ab.ca
BE REMEMBERED. Volunteer w/
Memory PLUS program in Forest
Lawn or Garrison Green, supporting
people with memory loss. Judy: 403955-1536
FAMILY OR GROUP? Helping feet
needed for volunteer Moving Day
Program with Accessible Housing.
Contact Holly: 403-735-2433 /
Holly@ahscalgary.ca
TEDDI TIME. Dr Teddi Mascot

volunteers with a background in
science to give presentations on Gr 5
Electricity & Magnetism. volunteers@
calgarysciencenetwork.ca

PARK IT. Calgary United Scottish
Games is looking for a Volunteer
Parking Control for our 1 day event.
Call Wanda: 403-921-3967

MENTOR ME. CYOC is recruiting
Volunteers to provide a vital link
between young offenders and the
community. taren.pinel@gov.ab.ca

The ease of combining online courses with her
on-campus studies enabled Meaghan to complete
her degree at her convenience.
In the fall of 2010, over 25% of post-secondary students in Canada took at
least one online course and the number is growing every year. We offer a
flexible alternative to in-class course-taking with easily transferrable credits.

RECREATION

www.truopen.ca

NEWS

1.877.606.OPEN

Bring your campus card
to get into Recreation!
All credit students must
validate their membership
each semester.
All members must bring
their Campus Card to enter
the Recreation Centre.

403.440.6517
mtroyal.ca/recreation

MC115089

VOLUNTEERS

volunteers needed for events for
the Alberta Children’s Hospital
Foundation. Contact jlyall@achf.com
PLAY THE ENTERTAINER! Do you
love to play the piano? Volunteer at
Bethany Cochrane. Please contact
Cora at 403.932.6422
FRESH START. Volunteer to create
a clean, healthy and safe home
for victims of domestic violence!
g.castillo@brendastraffordsociety.
org
BE AN INTERPRETER for CCIS and
use your language skills to support
a good cause! Send you resume to
volunteer@ccis-calgary.ab.ca
HELP YOUR NEIGHBOUR! Deliver
meals to people in your community
thru Meals on Wheels. Call Colleen:
403-243-2834. We do more than you
think!
WORD NERD? Volunteer for the
“Read with Me” program at the
Forest Lawn Public Library. Call Jodi
Buker at 403.260.2710
ELECTRIFYING! CSN needs
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Meaghan, Student of the Future
Over 550 courses and 55 programs. Online or distance. Learn anytime, anywhere.

SOCCER SUPREMACY

Young Cougars hungry
Hodl and crew need to step up for a title run
Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

Karlee Hodl had a “welcome-tocollege” moment she will likely
never forget.
In her first-ever college game,
the fresh faced 18-year-old striker
from Calgary sniped two goals for
the women’s soccer team, pacing
them to a 3-1 win over SAIT in the
season opener.
“It was really exciting, it was a
lot of fun,” she said. “I was a little
nervous going into the game, but
it turned out well.”
For the freshman from Queen
Elizabeth High School, it was exactly what she needed to show in
her first game.
“I just want to keep on scoring
more goals, that’s what I hope to
bring to the team,” she said with a
little laugh.
In fact, her coach hopes it’s only
the beginning of things to come.
“Last year, we scored 50 goals,
Karlee’s got two for us so far. If she
can score 10 more that would be
beneficial for us,” said head coach
Tino Fusco.
“Twenty more, that would be
fantastic,” he added with a laugh.
She will be one of the keys for
the team moving forward.
“Having scouted Karlee and recruiting her, she’s got some great
pace and she can score goals with
both feet.”
Fusco said Hodl will be one of a
number of freshman girls that will
need to step up during the season
to continue on with the Cougars’
dominance in the ACAC soccer
ranks.

Photo: Bryce Forbes

Freshman Kelsey Kinzer corrals the ball away from Luci Tansley in a soccer practice.
Last season, there were high
hopes after the team finished a
perfect 10-0 record in the regular season, something that has
only been done one other time in
school history.
However, Fusco called losing in
the semifinals a disappointment
and eventually earning a bronzemedal finish.
Since then, they have lost a
number of key players including fifth-year captains Chelsey
Ruckdashel and Ashley Dixon,
all-star Meghan MacDonald and
2010 team MVP Corrine Guichon.
In fact, only 11 of the 28 players
from last season are returning for
the year, meaning a lot of fresh-

men will likely play key roles in
the upcoming season.
“This year is a little bit younger,
but it’s exciting so far,” Fusco said.
“We’ve done quite well in league
play and that’s exciting.”
Despite that, he said he could
already hear the team chemistry
coming together.
“I like the group. As you can see
or at least hear in the background,
the chatter is nice to see.”
Through their first three games,
the Cougars sit 2-1 after dominating Lakeland 4-0 before falling to
Red Deer College 2-1, both games
on the road.
“It will be a good test for us
away to see if we can get some

good points away,” said the coach
before the games.
The important question moving forward remains ‘is this a rebuilding or a retooling season for
the Cougars?’
“Do we have a gold medal in
us this year, I don’t know,” said
Fusco. “I think one game at a time
is how I approach things and if we
can get back to 10-0 like last year,
great.
“If not, we’ll learn from our mistakes and move on.”
The home opener for the
Cougars is on Sept. 24 at 12 p.m.
against Medicine Hat College.
The athletic department is giving
away an iPad to one lucky fan.

RIDER PRIDE

My blood runs green
Cheering for the Riders despite years of flops

Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

I’m a member of a unique animal species, one that feasts on
Eskimos, lions and horses.
We‘re more of an omnivorous
group though — terrorizing
watermelons, using every piece
for survival.
Often misunderstood, we’re
the baby brother who gets in
trouble for everything, like
whenever there is a fight in the
stands. In reality, we’re more
like the rich father who makes
sure his seven brothers have
enough money to survive.
I’m of course a member of
the 13th man group, the wind
underneath the Saskatchewan
Roughriders’ wings.

My blood has run green for 21
years, something not many can
understand.
The last few years have been
strong, but over 100 years, the
Riders have still only won three
Grey Cups, that despite 18 appearances in the big game.
Yep, only a 0.167 winning percentage ever .
Admittedly, I’ll jump on and
off bandwagons for the NHL.
However, I’ll never leave the
green-painted wagon.
So here I am, willing to divulge some personal secrets
why no matter what, I’ll always
cheer for the green and white.
It’s not about the wins or losses, it’s more the experience.
It’s knowing you’re safe.
No matter where you are in
Saskatchewan you’re surrounded by Riders’ fans. It doesn’t matter if you’re harvesting crops in
Estevan or fishing for the year’s
last pike in Lake Diefenbaker.
It’s remembering every game
you’ve ever attended at Taylor

Field (It’ll never be Mosaic
Stadium.) From the first one
when the sun was so blistering,
tears flowing down my face to
another when the Riders and
Stampeders played to the only
tie I can ever remember.
It’s planning a simple family picture, the only option being a green theme. With three
of us wearing different Riders’
jerseys, besides my loser little
brother wearing a beer shirt.
(The family’s golden retriever
wearing a Rider bandana.)
Speaking of beer, it’s drinking
Pilsner only when it’s offered for
FREE. Let’s be honest, it’s worse
than Colt .45s.
It’s
way
cooler
than
‘Swaggerville’, a made up town
for two months.
It’s snickering in friends’ faces
when they laugh at us for losing
at back-to-back Grey Cups — it
doesn’t matter since we stomped
them along the way.
It’s also being able to laugh
at yourself when you’re told of

Pilsner bringing out a 13 pack or
Pillsbury markets a new dessert
called “Turnovers.”
It’s knowing that at any sporting event, from a Flames-Ducks
matchup to a Roughnecks game
to the Labour Day Classic, you’ll
see at least one person wearing
Riders’ memorabilia proudly.
It’s caring more about who
becomes the next Kent Austin,
both as a quarterback and coach,
than who is the next Premier of
Saskatchewan.
Finally, it’s knowing no matter where you are in the world
you’re going to find a Riders
friend — from a mall in Chicago
to a bar in Iowa City to well, another bar in Mexico.
So when we start coming out
of the woodwork, descending
on McMahon Stadium in piles
twice in October, don’t start hating.
If you didn’t have us, who
would you lose to in the West
Final?

SPORTS EDITOR:
Bryce Forbes
sportseditor@thereflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

20:

wins in a
row by the
Oakland Athletics in
2002, which set the
American League
record. The A’s are a
subject of the new
movie, Moneyball,
starring Brad Pitt.

11:

wins in a row
is the record
for the Toronto Blue
Jays, set back in 1998.

7,842:

net passing yards by
NFL quarterbacks in
Week 1, a new record.
This includes 517 yards
from Tom Brady, the
fifth most of all-time.

16:

goals until
500 for
Jarome Iginla. The
Flames superstar
will start his race to
become the 42nd
player ever to reach the
milestone when the
season starts Oct. 8.
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PUCK DROP

New faces on men’s roster
Eight new recruits as team defends last year’s ACAC title
by Kelsey Hipkin
The Reflector

Last season ended amid
controversy.
One thing remains clear
though, the men’s Cougars
hockey team were ACAC
champions.
Now they are back to reclaim
their championship.
If the preseason is any
indication, so far things are
looking very good for the
Cougars to repeat.
Since kicking the preseason
off Sept. 7, the team has gone
4-1, including games against CIS
competition.
With 13 lucky Alberta
College Athletic Conference
championships under their
belts, the team has bolstered the
lineup by bringing in eight new
recruits this season.
Included in that bunch is

defenceman Justin Daigle from
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) Alaska
Fairbanks of the NCAA.
“I think he’ll end up being the
quarterback on special teams,”
head coach Jean Laforest said
in a release. “We’re losing our
top scoring defencemen (Joe
Vetere) and I believe Justin can
come in and do a great job in a
similar role, he’s got excellent
vision from the back end.”
Two of the Cougars men’s
new forwards already have
something in common with the
team — they have a brother
already in the lineup.
Sam Muchalla who played
with
Northern
Michigan
University in the CCHA, will be
joining the squad with brother
Vinnie, as is the Saskatchewan
Junior Hockey League’s Mitch
Galbraith who will be hitting the
ice with brother Eric.

The team has also recruited
defencemen Matt Strong of the
Alberta Junior Hockey League’s
Okotoks Oilers, Dillon Scholten
of the British Columbia Hockey
League’s Langley Chiefs and
Brad Haber of the Manitoba
Junior Hockey League’s Winkler
Flyers.
“(Haber) is really going to
help us out offensively,” Laforest
said. “Not only up-front but Brad
is a great two-way defencemen,
he’s very similar to Jesse Perrin,
who is graduating, so we are
looking for him to fill that
role and replace some of that
production.”
After being traded from the
Langley Chiefs last season,
Haber scored five goals and
added 18 assists with the Flyers
in only 18 games.
Other additions to the front
end include Erik Slemp of the
CCHA Alaska Fairbanks and

Photo: Jorden Dixon

Five months after winning the ACAC Championship, the
Cougars boast eight new recruits as they try to repeat.
Logan Herauf of the MJHL La
Ronge Ice Wolves. Playing for
the SJHL before his stint in the
MJHL, Herauf collected 105
assists in 166 regular season
games, numbers that will

come in handy for the Cougars’
offensive successes.
The Cougars men’s team starts
the season off at home at the
Flames Community Arenas Oct.
7 against Briercrest College.

SOCCER PREVIEW

Veteran men’s squad ready to go
Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

In his fifth and final year, men’s
soccer captain Jamie MacDonald
has his eyes set on something he’s
yet to achieve so far — a national
championship.
He’s had a pair of chances in
the last five years, and now he’s
feeling this year will result in
number three.
“The ultimate goal here is
going to nationals, so coming
short of that is a disappointment,
but we are going to put that
behind us and look forward to
this year,” he said, alluding to
the bronze-medal finish the team
encountered last year.
“Hopefully our goal is to
make it to Quebec (national
championship),”
MacDonald
said. “If we can do that, it will be
a success.”
His head coach is taking a
more conservative approach,
but he’s still chasing the CCAA
Champsionship, something MRU
hasn’t won since 2003.
“I certainly hope so,” said
Jamie Pollock, on his team’s
championship chances. “Our
approach this year is very
clichéd: one day at a time.
“Our next game is against
Lakeland and we can’t get too far
ahead of ourselves, we have a lot
of work to do.
“We have some certainly good
qualities, but we have a lot of

places to improve as well.”
So far, so good for the team.
Through three games, all on
the road, the Cougars are perfect,
allowing only one goal in the
process.
“We got our first win, which
was good,” said Pollock on
their opener against SAIT, a 1-0
victory. “It wasn’t the prettiest
game in the world, but I thought
we battled quite well and in the
second half, we settled the game
down a little bit, created enough
chances and put one away.
The Cougars are returning 14
players from last year’s bronzemedal-winning team, as well as
a pair of Cougars who weren’t
apart of the team last season.
“The good thing is we have 14
returning players, so guys with a
bit of experience,” he said.
As well, Pollock feels his group
of freshman have the ability to
push the veterans right away.
Most importantly, goalkeeper
David
Thalheimer
returns,
looking to improve on his 1.00
GAA from a year before. So far,
he owns two shutouts.
“We have a lot of good veterans
and we’ve got a couple of kids
who can play at a high level and
the young kids are certainly
doing their job,” said MacDonald.
The team’s home schedule
opens up on Sept. 24.
The athletics department is
giving away a free iPad to one
lucky fan.
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COUGARS MOVE TO
Historic process a long time coming, says team admin
Bryce Forbes
Sports Editor

Since Mount Royal College
started down the long, hard
road to becoming a university,
the athletics department also
focused on moving on to bigger
things.
After 47 years in the Alberta
Collegiate Athletic Conference,
the Cougars set their sights on
entering the Canada West and
the CIS.
Simply put, Canada West
is the conference and the
Canadian Interuniversity Sport
is the governing league.
It’s stronger competition. It’s
more prestigious. It’s better play.
And it’s a really long process
— one that Cougars successfully
completed back in May.
“It’s a process that’s truly
exhausting,” said Karla Karch,
MRU athletic director. “But I
understand and I respect why
it’s that extensive.”
Teams must be emotionally,
economically, financially and
physically ready, she said.
In other words, “What you are
bringing to the table enhances
Canada West,” Karch added.

The process started about 10
years ago, when Mount Royal
started pushing to become
university.
“When they started talking
about
transitioning
our
institution to a university, they
started talking about what that
would mean,” said Karch, who
joined the department six years
ago. “And one of the effects of
that was that Cougar athletics
playing Canada
West.”
For
Mount
Royal
to
be
accepted,
they
had to meet 17
requirements
ranging
from
a
support
letter from the
president
to
making sure the
facilities matched
up.
When the new
recreation centre was built eight
years ago, the triple gym had to
hold at least 1,000 people, with
the roof high enough to hold
certain events.
“That was a thought, a dream
is to be able to eventually apply

and compete in Canada West,”
Karch said.
She slowly moved forward to
fulfill the dream by bringing on
four more full-time coaches into
the main office. She also started
divvying up their responsibilities
as half coaching and half coordinators.
However, the biggest hurdle
was waiting for the school to
receive their accreditation from

Finally, after 10 years and
17 regulations, Karch received
special permission to apply to
become Canada West’s 15th
member.
“We had things in place
and we were in a little bit of a
holding pattern waiting for the
opportunity because we were
ready,” she said.
Last December, Karch sent
in the application, which was
followed
by
three athletic
directors
coming in for
a site visit the
next month.
It
was
a
meet-andgreet
with
the
directors
talking
with
the president,
coaches
and
many others to
ensure Mount
Royal was ready.
“They just wanted to know if
the application didn’t address
the issues they saw arise,” Karch
said.
In May, the Cougars were
granted probationary status

“That was a thought,

a dream is to be able to
eventually apply and

”

compete in Canada West.

				

— Karla Karch

the AUCC, which allowed Mount
Royal to officially become a
university.
“Without it, which we didn’t
have until three years ago, I
T:10" an application
couldn’t even put
in,” she said.

for three years, with them still
competing in the old ACAC this
year before joining the Canada
West starting in fall 2012.
It’s a widely celebrated move
for the school.
New MRU president David
Docherty said he’s hoping the
move will help recruit athletes
and also help draw higher
attendance numbers.
“It would be nice to compete
on a national stage with other
universities because we are a
university,” Docherty said.
Mount Royal is now applying
for the CIS in December, which
is a similar application process.
A school visit is set for January
and vote at its AGM.
Karch has never heard of a
school allowed into the Canada
West and not the CIS “but I’m
not assuming anything,” she
said.
“We will cross our Ts and dot
our Is. We will be extremely
ready.”
The Reflector walks you
through the historic move. Check
back next issue for a story on
improved recruiting options for
Cougars Athletics.
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